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Abstract-A simple expression is derived for the cumulants of the asymptotic distribution of 
U-statistics of arbitrary degree with degenerate kernels. 
Given independent, identically distributed random variables X1, Xz, . . . and a symmetric function 
f(Zl,..., XL), consider the sequence of U-statistics 
u* = c f(Xi,,...,Xi,). 
l<il<.-<i*ql 
Many widely used statistics are U-statistics, as described in [l]. The distribution of U, for large n 
has long been of interest. Recently the limit of the sequence U,, in the case of degenerate kernel 
function f (defined below) has been described as a sum of independent variables obtained by 
decomposition of f [2], and as a multiple Weiner integral [3]. In this paper we derive a simple 
expression for the cumulants of this limit, which are useful for approximations of the distribu- 
tion such as Edgeworth expansions. The technique can easily be adapted to certain weighted 
U-statistics. 
We first introduce some graph-theoretic notation. Let C(r, k) be the collection of all connected 
regular multigraphs of degree k: having P vertices and no loops. (That is, every vertex is incident 
to k edges.) For example, C(r, 2) consists of a single “ring,” and C(r, /z) is empty if rL is odd. A 
graph G in C(r, k) generates a product 
f(Z11,. . . ,Xlk) * . . . * f(xr1,. . . ,Gk) 
by identifying edges with z’s and vertices with f’s. (Thus each x will appear exactly twice in 
the product. The order of the arguments in each factor is unimportant since f is symmetric; the 
factors can be assigned a definite order by ordering the vertices of G.) If the z’s are replaced 
by X’s, we may take the expectation of the product and denote it (f)~. For example, for G 
the graph in C(3,2), (f)~ = E(f(Xr, Xz)f(Xr, Xs)f(Xz, X3)). Finally, we call the set of edges 
that meet at a vertex a cluster. The clusters of the graph G above, for instance, are all the 
unordered pairs of edges. For each G E C(r, k), r > 2 we shall need to know the number P(G) of 
permutations of the edges that preserve all clusters. (For example, P(G) = 2r for G E C(r,2).) 
If G has two vertices, we set P(G) = 2k! for later convenience. 
In the following theorem we assume that the kernel function f has zero mean, that is, 
0 = (f(Xl,.. . ,Xk)) := E(j(Xr,. . . ,Xk)), and that (f2(Xr,. . . ,Xk)) is finite. We further 
assume that f is degenerate: for all cz, . . . , ck, 
(f(Xl,C2,-.,Ck))=O- (1) 
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THEOREM. The rth cumulant of the limiting distribution of nsk12U,, is 
(f)G r!Gcg,k) PO * 
PROOF. First assume that f is bounded; this restriction will be lifted later. In the sum 
((7Z-k’2Un)‘) = nsrki2 C(f(Xi,, , . . . ,Xi,,) . . . f(Xi,, 9 - . ., Xir,)) 
(2) 
(3) 
all terms in which any subscript appears in only one factor vanish by (1). We may discard these 
terms from the sum. Of the remaining terms, those in which any subscript appears more than 
twice may also be discarded, because f is bounded and there are too few of these terms to make 
a nonzero contribution in the limit n + 00. Specifically, the subscripts of each such term form 
an rl-tuple of integers, at most 1 of which are distinct, where 1 is the largest integer smaller than 
rk/2. Since there are fewer than (;)lrk such rl-tuples, it is clear that the total number of such 
terms is o(nrkj2). Thus the limit pr of the rth moment ((n- k/2U,)‘) depends only on those terms 
in which exactly rk/2 distinct subscripts appear, each exactly twice. (Hence CL,. = 0 whenever 
rk is odd.) Th ese expectations are consequently of the form (f)G, for some multigraph G with 
r vertices. Furthermore since the Xi are independent each expectation in (3) may be expressed 
as the product of expectations over the connected components of the multigraph: 
for some connected graphs G1, . . . , G, and positive integer 
limiting moment may be written 
multiplicities el, . . . , e,. Thus, the 
pL, = c(f)Fj, . . . . . (f)2,C(Gl,el,. . . ,GS,es), (4) 
where the sum is taken over all combinations of connected regular graphs G1, . . . , G, of degree k 
with r vertices altogether (counted according to the multiplicities el, . . . , e,), and the combinate 
rial factor C(G1, el, . . . , G,,e,)isthelimitasn+coofn -rkf2 times the number of occurrences 
of the term (f);, . . . . . (f);, in (3). 
To evaluate this limit, fix the graph (Gl, el, . . . , G,, e,) and consider the following construction. 
From theset {l,... , n} select r!~/2 distinct integers, assign these to the edges of the graph, and 
order the vertices. This may be done in (rL,2)(rk/2)!r! = r!nrkj2(1 + 0(1/n)) ways, and each 
way generates a term that appears in the sum (3). In particular, the assignment of integers to 
edges determines what factors appear in the term, and the ordering of the vertices determines the 
order of these factors in the term. If two edge assignments generate the same set of clusters then 
clearly the same collection of terms is generated by the r! permutations of the vertices. Thus, 
this construction generates more terms than appear in (3) by a factor of Pi’ . . . . . P(G,)eg 
(the number of cluster-preserving permutations of edges within each connected subgraph) times 
el!. . . e,! (the number of permutations of identical subgraphs). (If a graph G has only two vertices 
then all the edge assignments and vertex permutations yield the same term; the corresponding 
factor is thus 2k! = P(G) for each occurrence.) 
We find therefore the limiting value of the rth moment: 
We now relate moments 
power series identity 
pr = r! C ((f)G~/~(Gl))~l . . . (( )G,/P(G,))~* 
el! I ea. 
to cumulants. Formally, the cumulants cz,cs, . . . are defined by the 
1+x,1 t’=exp 23 tP . O” Pr 
t-=2 ( ) r=2 
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Since the moments are known, we can use (6) to verify the cumulant formulas (2). After substi- 
tution, the right hand side of (6) becomes: 
fi n exp($&t') =fi JJ (l+@$‘+...). 
r=2 GcC(r,k) t-=2 GeC(r,k) 
In the formal expansion of this infinite product, the coefficient of tf’ (p)l) is the sum of products 
of terms corresponding to collections of graphs Gi , . . . , G, having p vertices in all (when counted 
according to “multiplicity”). The coefficient is thus seen to be exactly p,/p!. This proves the 
theorem for bounded kernel functions. 
Next suppose that f is not bounded. We use a standard trick, introduced by Markov. Define 
a “mollified kernel” hM which has the value 0 where ]f] > M and equals f otherwise, and let 
f~ be the projection of hM onto its degenerate part, as in [l, p. 261. For each positive M, the 
sequence of U-statistics using the bounded kernel f,u approaches a limit with cumulants given 
by (2), replacing f by f~. We establish in the Lemma below that the expectations (f)G are 
finite. It remains merely to show that for all G, (&)G + (f)G as M --+ 00, and that the 
variance of a U-statistic using kernel (f - f~) tends to zero uniformly in n. The first statement 
follows from the Lemma and the Dominated Convergence Theorem, and the second from the 
easily established limit ((f - f~)~) + 0. This completes the proof. 
REMARKS. 
(i) The amount of work needed to compute a particular cumulant depends on the number of 
graphs in the corresponding family C(r, k). Th ere is but one graph when P = 2, and either one 
or none when T = 3. For r = 4, there are one, two, three, and four graphs when k =2,3,4, and 5, 
respectively. Cumulants higher than the fourth seem not to be widely used in applications. 
As an illustration of formula (2), for k = 3 we have c2 = (l/6)(f2), cs = 0, and (writing fi23 
for f(Xl,X2,XB), etc.) c4 = (3/2)(fl23f345f456fl26) + (fl23f345f256fl46). The sixth WINdant 
involves six expectations. 
(ii) It is evident from the proof that the limiting cumulants of the “weighted” U-statistic 
n-k/2 
C ei, .-~ei,f(Xi,,...,Xi,) (7) 
l<il<...<ik<n 
with degenerate kernel are given by (2) so long as all the constants ei are fl. We conjecture that 
(7) converges in distribution to the same limit as n-k/2U,., (see [3] for convergence where the ei 
are certain independent random variables). A detailed analysis shows that the cumulant limits 
depend only on lim,,, n-l Cy ef . More general weighting schemes can be handled; see [4] for 
the case k = 2. 
(iii) The limiting moments (5) can grow quite rapidly with P. Ronzhin [5] pointed out that 
in the special case (f) G = (f2)‘/” for all G E C(r, k), k > 3, the left-hand side of (6) diverges 
and hence the standard convergence tests (e.g., [6, p. 2261) do not suffice to show that the 
moments determine the limiting distribution. Even simple kernels may have this property, e.g., 
f(zi,...,zk) = zi...zk. However, the Lemma below indicates that (f)G can grow no faster 
than this. 
(iv) A number of papers have appeared which use the notation of graph theory to help 
organize the counting arguments which are needed in U-statistic limit theorems (again, see [l].) 
Rhonzin [5] gives a moment formula similar to (5) for kernels which are not maximally degenerate, 
but does not compute the combinatorial factors C except in the special case mentioned in the 
above remark, where the limiting distribution of the sequence of U-statistics is related to Hermite 
polynomials. Thus, the moment and cumulant formulas of the present work appear to be the 
only closed-form expressions for these quantities published. 
LEMMA. For G E C(r, k), 
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PROOF. After ordering the vertices of G, suppose the first factor in the expectation (/)G is 
abbreviated f(X,). W e will write ( )a to denote expectation with respect to the variables in this 
factor. By the Schwarz inequality, 
(f% = (f(Xo)(f)G)): 5 (f2(xc& ’ (((f)G,)2)o, (8) 
where G’ is the graph G with the first vertex deleted, and where the variables corresponding to 
the dangling edges of G’ are considered fixed in the expectation (f)G’. The first factor on the 
right-hand side of (8) is simply (f2), and if P = 2 then so is the second factor. For larger r, let 
f (Xp) be the first vertex of Gt, and G” be the graph G’ with this vertex deleted. Again by the 
Schwarz inequality, 
this last step is valid because no variable in (Y can appear in more than one factor. Finally, 
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